1 to imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering amplitude.
Data for the total cross section measurement have been collected in short dedicated runs during the 1988-1989 data taking period of CDF. Elastic scattering data have been collected in the four-momentum transfer range 0.025< -t ~0.25 GeV*. Single diffractive dissociation have been measured in the kinematical range M,~/s < 0.2 and 0 5 --t IO.4 GeV*.
The CDF detector has been described in detail in Ref. [l] . For these special runs, the CDF tracking system was supplemented with a small angle magnetic spectrometer in the accelerator tunnel and forward telescopes close to the detector.
The small angle spectrometer consisted of detectors placed between accelerator quadrupoles and dipoles that provided the bending fields. The detectors were arranged in two arms containing five movable beam pipe sections (roman pots) each, two measuring the outgoing proton trajectory (East side), and three measuring the outgoing antiproton trajectory (West side), placed at distance from the interaction point ranging from z N 30 to z N 55 m. Each reman pot contained a silicon detector and a drift chamber, sandwiched by two trigger counters. Both the silicon and the chamber measured both coordinates in the plane transverse to the beam direction at distances as close as 4mm to the beam. The redundancy of detectors guaranteed full efficiency and reduces systematic uncertaineties.
The CDF detector acceptance for inelastic events was extended to 17) 5 6.7 by the adclition on each side of the interaction region of one telescope with 8 planes of tracking chambers followed by two reman pots at about z =4 m containing tracking chambers and trigger counters. These counters, combined with the CDF Beam Beam Counters, provided a trigger signal on each side of the interaction region: East and West. On each side the trigger covered the pseudorapidity interval 3.2 5 1~1 5 6.7. A complete description of the apparatus and of the data analysis can be found in [2] . Results presented in the following are introduced by a short summary of the analysis procedure.
Elastic
Sc'attering Elastic events were triggered by the ten-fold coincidence of the counters in either spectrometer arm. .4 total of 34522 (38759) elastic triggers were collected at 546 (1800) GeV. A preliminary selection removed triggers due to satellite bunches and high multiplicity events due to beam losses and interactions in the beam pipe. Space points were then reconstructed in each pot and combined to identify the scattered proton and antiproton trajectory. Multiple trxks ambiguities have been solved by choosing the track pair with the best antiproton-proton collinearity.
The final sample was obtained with a 3.50 cut on the distribution of the p trajectory impact parameter, followed by a 4~ cut on the pp collinearity distributions. This sample contained 18919 (8744) events at fi = 546 (1500) GeV. The residual background contamination (_<0.5%) was estimated from the tails of the collinearity distribution and was statistically subtracted from the angular distribution.
Corrections were also applied for losses due to the analysis cuts and to nuclear interactions in the detectors. The measured dR,,/dt distribution was then corrected for the spectrometer acceptance more than 98% of the inelastic non-diffractive events and only the high-mass tail of the single diffraction dissociation, for a total of 45770 (229325) events at fi = 546 (1800) GeV. Most of the background triggers due to beam halo and/or beam-gas interactions were removed with a time of flight analysis of the trigger counters and by using the CDF vertex chamber (VTPC) pattern reconstruct,ion capability to reject particle showers originating upstream of the interaction region. In the remaining events, all tracks were reconstructed in the pseudorapidity range 1171 < 6.7. The tracks and the trigger counter timing information were combined to obtain the t-distribution of the event vertices. This distribution was used to estimate the residual background contamination by comparing it with Monte Carlo simulation.
The input zmgular and multiplicity distributions for the simulation have been derived by existing data measured at ,,& = 200 to 900 GeV by the UA5 experiment [4] . The comparison showed no background at ,,& = 546 GeV, and a small contamination at 1800 GeV, where the event z-distribution was then fitted with the sum of the simulated distribution and of the background distribution measured on tagged background events, as shown in Fig. 2 . At & = 546 (1800) GeV, 31582 f 178 (13903f 151) events were estimated to be real pp interactions.
The simulation was also used to estimate the corrections for events without a valid vertex (< 0.5%) or lost due to the partial angular coverage of the trigger (-1%). The number of inelastic events was finally multiplied by the trigger prescaling factors before being used in the cross section calculation.
Single Diffractive Dissociation
Single diffractive events are characterized by the presence of a quasi-elastic recoil antiproton with a differential distribution sharply peaked at both small angles and small diffracted masses M, z dm with z = pg/pbeam. These events were contributed by the trigger p. East, which required the coincidence of proton fragments on the E.ast side of the interaction region and of an antiproton detected on the West side of the small angle spectrometer, where a string of Tevatron dipoles allowed to measure the p momentum with a resolution up/p 2 0.1%. This good resolution allowed to separate the single diffraction dissociation from the non-diffractive contribution in the p momentum distribution. From 15272 (73480) triggers at 4 = 546 (1800) GeV we selected good interactions as in the elastic and inelastic non-diffractive triggers, by requiring the validation of both the antiproton trajectory and the event vertex. The background contamination (< 1% at fi = 546 GeV, N 1% at 1800 GeV) was statistically = I (1 -z)' eblt was added to this formula. The sum of the two forms, corrected for the efficiency of detecting the products of a diffractive mass Al, and for the pspectrometer acceptance and resolution, was fitted to the data with a maximum likelihood method. The total single diffractive rate was obtained by integrating the fitted distribution over the full momentum transfer in t,he diffraction region 1.5 GeV2 < M, < 0.15s, and multiplying by the trigger prescaling factor and by a factor of two to account for the dissociation of the antiproton.
The single diffraction contribution to the total inelastic rate, Ri,, was integrated after removing the events which also gave a West. East trigger. In the fit we assumed ~'~0.25 GeV-z in order to reduce the number of free parameters. Fit results are listed in Table 1 . Data and fits are compared in Fig. 3 . The standard Regge form of the diffractive slope b,d = b. + 0.5 GeV-* ln(s/Mi) fits well our data at each energy. However, our fits yielded b. = 7.7 zt 0.6 GeV-' at A=546
and bo = 4.2 zt 0.5 GeV-* at ,,&=lSOO. This difference in the bo values could be a consequence of the fact that low masses (M, 56 GeV*), which represent a large fraction of the resolution-dominated diffractive peak at z ~1. have steeper slopes than those given by such formula. 
Conclusion
Combining the elastic and inelastic rates, we obtain (l+p*),~= 62.64f0.95 and Sl.S3*2.29 mb at &'=546 and lSO0 GeV, respectively. .4ssuming p=O.l5, our results for the total cross section are 61.26f0.93 mb at ,/X=546 and 80.03k2.24 mb at ,&lSOO GeV.
The elastic scattering cross sections are 12.87*0.30 (19.7O*O.S5) mb at &=546 (1800) GeV. From the elastic and total cross section values we derive the ratio P = u~~/u~=0.210f0.002 (0.246f0.004). The continuing rise of r up to ,,&=lSOO GeV is in qualitative agreement with the basic hypothesis of various optical models in which the nucleon opacity increases with s, but the present energy is still far below the asymptotic regime of black-disk maximum absorption at which r=O.5. However, the central opaqueness of the nucleon, defined as Imf (s,b) at b=O, where f(s,b) is the elastic scattering amplitude in terms of the impact parameter b, has increased from 0.36 at the ISR to 0.492?zO.O08 at &=lSOO GeV and is close to the unitarity bound of 0.5 corresponding to complete absorption. The total inelastic cross sections are measured to be 48.39f0.66 (60.33f1.40) mb at &=.546 (1800) GeV. Single diffraction dissociation contributes with 7.89kO.33 (9.46f0.44) mb. In terms of single-Pomeron exchange, the pp total cross section, Q, behaves at high energies as &")-I = sL. From our measurements of Q at fi=546
and ,,&=lSOO we derive L = 0.112 f 0.013. This c-value is in good agreement with the avemge c-value 0.125f0.010f0.011 syst. obtained from the single diffraction ;2i,-dependence at our two energies. In terms of triplePomeron exchange. when using t = 0.112 f 0.013 (from the rise of UT) and by = 6.0 GeV-* (average over our two energies), the value of U&=7.89&0.33 mb measured at &=546 extrapolates to r& = 13.9 f 0.9 at &=lSOO, where we measure o,d = 9.46 zt 0.44 mb. This clearly indicates that large screening corrections have to be introduced in order to save the traditional supercritical Pomeron model.
